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Abstract: Nowadays the number of people living with cancer is constantly
increasing. Numerous multidisciplinary research teams are working on devel-
opment of powerful intelligent systems that will support medical decisions and
help patients with critical diseases, including cancer, to keep and even increase
their quality of life (QoL). ASCAPE (Artificial intelligence Supporting CAn-
cer Patients across Europe) is an H2020 project which main objective is to use
powerful techniques in Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
in processing cancer (breast and prostate) patients’ data in order to support
their health status. A key result of the project is the implementation of an Ar-
tificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML) infrastructure. It will allow the
deployment and execution of AI/ML algorithms locally in a hospital on pa-
tients’ private data, producing new knowledge. Newly generated knowledge
will be sent back to the infrastructure and will be available to other users of
the system keeping private patients’ data locally in hospitals. In this paper we
will briefly present the structure of an open AI/ML infrastructure and how
federated learning is employed in it.
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Abstract. Nowadays the number of people living with cancer is con-
stantly increasing. Numerous multidisciplinary research teams are work-
ing on development of powerful intelligent systems that will support med-
ical decisions and help patients with critical diseases, including cancer,
to keep and even increase their quality of life (QoL). ASCAPE (Artifi-
cial intelligence Supporting CAncer Patients across Europe) is an H2020
project which main objective is to use powerful techniques in Big Data,
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in processing cancer (breast
and prostate) patients’ data in order to support their health status.
A key result of the project is the implementation of an Artificial In-
telligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML) infrastructure. It will allow the
deployment and execution of AI/ML algorithms locally in a hospital
on patients’ private data, producing new knowledge. Newly generated
knowledge will be sent back to the infrastructure and will be available to
other users of the system keeping private patients’ data locally in hospi-
tals. In this paper we will briefly present the structure of an open AI/ML
infrastructure and how federated learning is employed in it.
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1 Introduction

In modern society with constantly growing but also turbulent economies, differ-
ent serious epidemic/pandemic situations, and increasing number of local wars
people are under specific stressful living conditions. Such dynamic life is one
of key factors in triggering critical health problems and serious diseases like
cancer, cardiovascular, neurological, and others. On the other hand, the latest
cancer statistics 1 show that the absolute number of people living with cancer is
constantly increasing. Cancer is a specific disease and there are a lot of factors
that affect its treatment and quality of life of patients.

1https://doi.org/10.1016/S1470-2045(16)00091-7
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Rapid advances and developments in the ICT area especially AI, ML, use
of wearable devices, efficient techniques for processing Big Data and others are
very promising to cancer patients and support the development of reliable and
sophisticated solutions/services for before, during and after the treatment.

To employ powerful AI/ML methods it is necessary to have big medical
datasets and to find ways to collect the wide spectra of patients’ complex data.
Apart from standard clinical data different health parameters should also be
collected from wearable devices, sensors, everyday activities, nutritional data,
environmental data and so on. Very important is also patients’ feedback ob-
tained through different validated questionnaires that depict the particular QoL
parameters depending on type of cancer. All kinds of patients’ data are necessary
for training and obtaining reliable predictive AI/ML models (8). Achieved re-
sults after successful processing of patients’ data should be presented to doctors
in an understandable way (5). Such a presentation can help doctors propose ad-
equate treatment and give better recommendations that could improve patients’
health status.

The EU-funded research and innovation H2020 project ASCAPE 2 is focused
on the use of contemporary techniques in Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning as a support to cancer (breast and prostate) patients in keep-
ing and even improving their health status and quality of life parameters (7; 1).
The ASCAPE Consortium 3 is jointly working on the realization of a powerful
AI/ML open infrastructure which will offer great opportunities for clinicians to
make adequate personalized treatments and suggest interventions for patients
(3).

ASCAPE infrastructure allows deployment and execution of AI/ML algo-
rithms locally in a hospital on patients’ private data. Newly produced knowledge
is sent back to the infrastructure and is made available to other users and hospi-
tals while preserving the privacy of patients’ data. Open AI/ML infrastructure
is highly based on advantages that federated learning offers.

University of Novi Sad (UNSPMF), as a member of the consortium, has a
crucial role within the ASCAPE project in implementing and realizing ML and
federated learning aspects of ASCAPE architecture.

The main intention of the paper is to give a brief overview of the ASCAPE
architecture but also to present key aspects of federated learning as an original
scientific contribution of the UNSPMF team.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The second section gives a brief
overview of the ASCAPE infrastructure which was proposed and developed as a
joint effort of all ASCAPE consortium members. The third section is devoted to
federated learning aspects incorporated in the ASCAPE architecture as a result
of UNSPMF activities within the project. Concluding remarks are given in the
last section.

2https://ascape-project.eu/
3https://ascape-project.eu/the project/consortium
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2 ASCAPE Architecture

The ASCAPE architecture incorporates both edge and cloud computing in order
to make innovative AI/ML models available to doctors and patients. All of this
is achieved while also preserving the privacy of patients’ sensitive data. The first
prototype of ASCAPE architecture was developed by a combined effort of all
Consortium members of the ASCAPE project (7; 1; 2; 3).

The system is based on microservices as this paradigm is a natural fit for
the processes within the ASCAPE framework (7). All software components of
the ecosystem form 3 distinct modules: the ASCAPE edge and cloud, external
data aggregators and pilot site specific integration components (7; 3) (see Fig. 1).

ASCAPE edge and cloud – The edge components are located at the hospi-
tal and their main task is to synchronise the data collected from the Healthcare
Information Systems (HIS) and external data aggregators. These components
also enable the training of local and global models, while preserving data pri-
vacy. Finally, they offer prediction making functionality.

External data aggregators – The main task of these components is to
collect data which is not collected directly by the HIS, which includes weather
data, data collected by wearable devices like Fitbit data etc.

Pilot site specific integration components – The main task of these
components is collection and transfer of data to the ASCAPE edge components
for use in training and inference actions.

These modules support the following workflows: data ingestion, predictive
model training, personalized AI predictions and simulations, and user interac-
tion.

Data ingestion – It is the process of transferring data from the Health-
care Information Systems (HIS) to the ASCAPE edge component installed at
the healthcare institution. Conversion to a suitable format for use in the AS-
CAPE environment must be executed first. Moreover, data enrichment may be
carried out by including data not collected by the HIS, for example weather data.

Predictive model training – The aggregated data may be used to train
numerous machine learning models. Three distinct cases are supported: local
model training, global federated model training and training of homomorphically
encrypted global models.

Local model training covers a wide variety of algorithms like support vec-
tor machines, random forest classifiers/regressors etc. All models are validated
against local validation data. In the case of local model training, only the model
which performed the best on validation data is persisted and used later on for
inference requests. Each of these approaches sees preservation of privacy as a
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key objective.

Personalized AI predictions and simulations – Personalized QoL pre-
dictions can be made for individual patients upon requests made from doctors.
Inference requests are made to all available models: local, global federated and
homomorphically encrypted models. The effects of various interventions can also
be simulated by using the available models.

User interaction – Doctors are granted access to the system through the
ASCAPE dashboard. Here they are able to view and update their patients’ info,
run predictions based on this data and suggest further treatment.

Apart from the main goal of providing support to doctors and patients using
advanced ML methods, data security and preservation of privacy are crucial.
Edge components are deployed at the medical institutions/hospitals, called edge
nodes, where integration with the existing healthcare information systems is
achieved through ASCAPE integration components. Through this integration
patient data is aggregated and enriched with external ASCAPE compatible data,
all of which is done locally at the healthcare institution in order to preserve data
security.

Following this, local ML models can be trained which then provide predic-
tions for each patient upon requests made by physicians. Patient data along
with quality of life predictions and simulations are made available to doctors
through the ASCAPE dashboard in a user-friendly manner based on explain-
able AI techniques. Edge computing allows healthcare providers to protect the
privacy of their patients’ data, while also assisting doctors with proposing treat-
ments for their patients.

The ASCAPE cloud also enables all members of the ASCAPE ecosystem
to exchange knowledge. Institutions can collaborate and train so called ”global
models” by using two privacy preserving ML methods.

Federated Deep Learning – By participating in FL, institutions train
deep models on local data, after which they share the learned weights with the
ASCAPE cloud. The FL Manager aggregates all of the received weights, after
which it sends them back to the edge nodes for further training. Intermediate
global models are persisted at the cloud and are made available to all members
of the ecosystem.

Homomorphic Deep Learning – Patient data is homomorphically en-
crypted and uploaded to the cloud. Global models trained on this kind of data
produce homomorphically encrypted outputs, which can be decrypted by using
the secret key known only to the edge node.
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Fig. 1. The ASCAPE architecture.

3 Federated Learning in ASCAPE

The ASCAPE framework provides healthcare institutions the possibility of knowl-
edge sharing through the creation and training of global FL models. Confidential
patient data must not leave its respective healthcare institution, which is why
federated learning is introduced.

Federated learning mechanisms which are incorporated in ASCAPE architec-
ture represent original scientific contributions of UNSPMF team (8). Adequate
components and parts of the architecture responsible for the realization of FL
were developed and tested in the first ASCAPE prototype (2).

Each member of the ASCAPE ecosystem may participate in training of global
federated models, and this process is orchestrated by the ASCAPE federated
learning coordinator. The only prerequisite is the compatibility of datasets be-
tween all institutions willing to train a ML model for a particular use case.

In ASCAPE federated learning each edge node makes local updates to the
global FL model using locally available data. These updates are then sent to the
FL coordinator where they are aggregated. Following this, the global FL model
is persisted in the cloud and returned to each edge node for further training (see
Fig. 2) (4).

Multiple modes of federated learning exists, some of which are supported in
the ASCAPE framework. Each edge node Ei participating in FL has its own
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corresponding local training set Di, where i ϵ [1..k].

Incremental federated learning – The FL model is improved incremen-
tally from the first to the last client. The model M is created by E1 and trained
on D1 after which it is saved in the ASCAPE cloud. Following this, edge node
E2 retrieves model M and updates it using D2. The entire process is finished
once Ek submits its updates to the global FL model.

Concurrent federated learning – All edge nodes E1 ... Ek train model M
simultaneously. Training of M is split into rounds, where in most cases a round
is equivalent to an epoch. At the end of each round edge nodes submit their up-
dates to the federated learning coordinator in the form of updated hidden layer
weights, where they are aggregated using the federated averaging (6) method.
This updated model M is sent back to the edge nodes for a subsequent round
of training. The process is repeated for an arbitrary number of rounds, until a
viable model is produced.

Semi-concurrent federated learning – The ASCAPE framework also
supports seamless switching between the previous two FL modes. Training can
be started by a single healthcare institution, after which it can be joined by any
number of other institutions during the training process.

Regardless of the FL strategy used, all global FL models and their weights
are stored in the ASCAPE cloud. These models are then made available for each
and every member of the ASCAPE ecosystem to use. This ensures that even
medical institutions which do not have an abundance of local data which they
can use to train local models are still able to utilize knowledge gained elsewhere.
Fueling this type of collaboration with a focus on preservation of privacy is one
of the main goals of the ASCAPE project.

Global FL models are distinguished by their name which acts as a unique
identifier. The first edge node that connects to the cloud in order to train a
specific model is the one which defines its hidden layer structure. Before defining
a new global FL model, an edge node may be configured to run architecture
search on local data in order to determine the best hidden layer configuration to
be used. The execution of this preparation step can be greatly beneficial during
federated learning later on.

4 Conclusion

Treatment of cancer patients usually negatively influences their everyday activ-
ities. To make their life easier and bearable it is important to develop adequate
services to support their health-related quality of life parameters.

Patients’ data collected from different sources coupled with employing pow-
erful AI/ML and Data Science methods to process such data are essential in
producing accurate and reliable prediction models. Contemporary technologies
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Fig. 2. Federated Learning within the ASCAPE framework.

and their combination offer great opportunities for clinicians to make adequate
personalized treatments and suggest interventions that can increase patients’
QoL.

The ASCAPE project offers an implementation of an open AI infrastructure
which will support cancer patients and improve their QoL through predictive
modeling and providing better medical interventions (7; 1; 2; 3; 8).
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